Species composition assessment of ecological communities and networks is an 14 important aspect of biodiversity research. Yet often ecological traits of organisms 15 in a community are more informative than scientific names only. Furthermore, 16 other properties like threat status, invasiveness, or human usage are relevant for 17 many studies, but cannot be evaluated from taxonomy alone. Despite public 18 1 databases collecting such information, it is still a tedious manual task to enrich 19 community analyses with such, especially for large-scaled data.
Introduction 30
An important task in biodiversity research is the analysis of species composition 31 of ecological communities and networks. This can be done using traditional 32 methods and more recently also with analytical methods designed for large scale 33 sample processing, like DNA metabarcoding (Keller, Danner, et al., 2015) or 34 automated image analysis (Oteros et al., 2015) producing data volumes hard 35 to cope with manually. Therefore, tools for automated taxonomic identification 36 have been developed, e.g. QIIME (Caporaso et al., 2010) and mothur (Schloss Ecological or socio-economical hypotheses can however often not be evaluated by 39 looking at taxonomy alone (Junker et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2014) , but meta-data 40 2 for each community-member (e.g. life-history, size or threat-status) becomes 41 important. In microbial ecology, development of tools has already been initiated 42 that aim to automatically map taxonomy information to functional traits, mostly 43 through mapping on known genomes (Aßhauer et al., 2015; Edgar, 2017; Keller, 44 Horn, et al., 2014; Langille et al., 2013) . To our knowledge, it remains to date a 45 manual effort to enrich eukaryotic communities similarly with trait meta-data, 46 although such information is already publicly available.
47
Databases have been developed that provide trait information for eukaryotes 48 and prokaryotes, e.g. LEDA Traitbase (Kleyer et al., 2008) 
Mapping community and network data to traits 116
Minimum requirement for using the Fennec is to provide a community or network 117 table, including taxa as rows and samples (communities)/ taxa (networks) as 118 columns. Cells are considered as abundances but also presence/absence data can 119 be used. Beyond this, users may provide own taxonomy data as an alternative 120 to the default NCBI taxonomy (Federhen, 2012)) and meta-data for the samples. We aim to maintain high-quality of these publicly available traits, so that the 160 integration of more traits is a steadily ongoing process. While the bulk of trait 161 data is gathered from databases, in the next release users can also participate in 162 the uploading of trait data, so that this process can be actively supported by 163 the community. Fennec as a tool provides valuable assistance to analyze ecological data with 214 more than just taxonomy. Species traits and meta-data like threat status and 215 economic importance help to answer questions beyond the mere presence or 216 absence of organisms. The public instance can be used as a reference, to try 217 features of Fennec and analyze datasets with data from other public databases.
218
Self-tailored local instances with private data increases the range of applications.
219
Current main limitation is trait data availability, but we expect an increase with 220 time, ongoing open-science initiatives and scientific journals requiring public data 221 deposition before publication. Beside developing a public automatic mapping 222 procedure, we also aim to demonstrate the importance of making trait data 223 publicly available and its usefulness in follow up studies. We thus advocate the 224 submission of trait data to public databases.
225
Despite limitations in data availability, the Fennec is technically already able 226 11 to enrich ecological community analyses with trait information. Its usefulness 227 is expected to increase due to continued development guided by user feedback, 228 integration of more analysis tools, better taxonomic resolution, and increasing 229 availability of suitable trait data. 
